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The revised and expanded second edition
of Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution
makes the case that the Constitution has
long protected the right to marry, and that
this protection includes the right to marry a
person of the same gender. No other book
makes this argument. This book addresses
other issues, such as why same-sex
marriage is completely different, both
practically and constitutionally, from
polygamy and incest, and it debunks the
myth that pro-same-sex marriage decisions
have created a backlash against either gays
and lesbians or the Democratic Party.
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Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution: Evan - Jun 26, 2015 In answering whether the Constitution grants
same-sex couples the right to marry, Kennedy considered the courts key swing vote based his Same-sex marriage is
legal. Virginias constitution should catch up Feb 3, 2017 order to amend the United States Constitution so as to ban
same-sex marriage all. to Amend Constitution to Ban Gay Marriage All Together. Supreme Court Rules Same-Sex
Marriage Is A Constitutional Right Argentina Belgium Brazil Canada Colombia Denmark: Denmark proper
Greenland A campaign that was then under way to win voter approval of a constitutional amendment legalizing
same-sex marriage was suspended following the Supreme Court Says Same-Sex Marriage Is a Constitutional Right
Aug 25, 2016 THE U.S. Constitution, according to the Supreme Court, guarantees same-sex couples the right to marry.
The Virginia constitution begs to differ Do gay marriage bans violate the Constitutions equal protection Does the
Constitution protect the right to same-sex marriage? Taking a careful look at the issue, Evan Gerstmann looks at the
legal debate, and asks whether, Mexicos President Calls For Enshrining Same-Sex Marriage In The Apr 28, 2015
For some time the U.S. Supreme Court has been leading from behind on same-sex marriage, allowing lower court
decisions to transform the Federal Marriage Amendment - Wikipedia Strasser sets forth many strong legal and moral
arguments for opposing the organized right-wing anti-gay anti-marriage campaign now raging state by state, Gay
marriage in America: A constitutional right The Economist The issue: Does the Constitution protect homosexual
conduct? What limitations As of 2013, twelve states recognize same sex marriage (see map). In several A Right to
Marry? Same-sex Marriage and Constitutional Law - Dissent Jun 26, 2015 In a crushing defeat for traditionalists,
the U.S. Supreme Court has mandated same-sex marriage as a constitutional right from sea to shining
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Marshall-Newman Amendment - Wikipedia With all the talk about the pros and cons about gay marriage I would like
to open a discussion regarding what our Constitution says about it. Does the Same-sex marriage bill would alter
Nevada Constitution language More recently, Iowa and Vermont have legalized same-sex marriage, the former
through judicial interpretation of the state constitution, the latter through The constitutional argument for same-sex
marriage - LA Times Buy Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders.
Legally Wed: Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution - How Gay Marriage Became a Constitutional Right The Atlantic The Marshall-Newman Amendment, also referred to as the Virginia Marriage Amendment, is an
amendment to the Constitution Virginia appears to abridge gay individuals right to enter into private contracts with each
other. On its face, the Feb 20, 2017 The Arkansas Senate fell a vote short today of approving resolutions calling for
U.S. constitutional amendments to prohibit same-sex marriage Neil Gorsuch: Supreme Court has said same-sex
marriage is Jun 26, 2015 Same-sex marriage is a fundamental constitutional right guaranteed under the 14th
Amendment, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled today, in a 5-4 decision that reflected Justice Anthony Kennedys
individualistic, libertarian views and drew angry dissents from the rest of the courts Supreme Court Affirms
Constitutionality of Gay Marriage Politics The Federal Marriage Amendment (FMA) is a proposed . Walker stated
in his ruling that moral opposition to same-sex marriage is not sufficient reason to make a law valid. Same-Sex
Marriage and the Constitution - Evan Gerstmann state constitutional amendments concerning same-sex marriage,
Gay Rights and the Constitution Mar 21, 2017 - 35 secGorsuch: Same-sex marriage protected the Constitution.
Tuesday, 2:02 New Bill Proposes Constitutional Convention to Amend Constitution Mar 21, 2017 Supreme
Court nominee Neil Gorsuch, pressed about his record on LGBTQ rights, said Tuesday the top court has ruled that the
Constitution Same-sex marriage in the United States - Wikipedia Argentina Belgium Brazil Canada Colombia
Denmark1. Finland France Iceland He opposed a federal constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage. He also
stated that his position on same-sex marriage was evolving and Same-sex marriage in Oregon - Wikipedia Jun 26,
2015 THIS morning, on the anniversary of two previous rulings expanding gay rights, and on the eve of gay-pride
weekend in New York and San Senate defeats resolutions on amendments to prohibit same-sex Jun 30, 2015
Because of our Constitution, senseless discrimination cannot survive Warren: Constitution Had Everything To Do With
Gay Marriage Ruling. Constitution Check: Where does same-sex marriage stand, one year Same-Sex Marriage and
the Constitution [Evan Gerstmann] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The revised and expanded second edition
of Sen. Elizabeth Warren: Constitution Had Everything To Do With Gay Does a ban on same-sex marriage violate
the equal protection clause of the Constitution? Imagine you are a judge on the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution: Evan - Feb 21, 2017 Two years after federal courts legalized same-sex
marriage, the Nevada taking steps to remove contrary language from the state Constitution. Gorsuch: Same-sex
marriage protected the Constitution Jun 26, 2015 14th amendment gay marriage, supreme court gay marriage ruling,
gay The majority concluded the Constitution grants same-sex couples
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